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TIMBER ft WOODWORKING

perestroika by MinisterExcerpts from an Article Oil 
of rho T-imher Industry V. "Mel’nikov

We are still a long way from solving such 
vitally important problems as improvements to 
management based on integration^^ forest use, 
devising a strategy 
reorientation 
complex.meet all of the requirements 
general public for paper 
products.
20 and 25 million cubic metres.

and
for the mechanization and social 

of the forest-based industrial
of this that we are unable to 

of the economy and the 
and other forest-based 

annual*shortfall of timber is between

It is because

The

Undermechanization is preventing our sectors 
Restructuring (perestroika) mustfrom moving ahead, therefore hinge on three main requirements : 

increasing the productivity of labour by at least 
50-60 per cent; effecting major improvements in the 
social sphere; ensuring ecologically clean production 
processes. None of this will be possible in the 
absence of a machine-building capacity within the

Establishing it will be a difficult task and 
will not be achieved overnight. Accordingly, the 
role of external economic relations will be vastly 
increased. Without the active involvement of foreign 
firms and without increased exports of timber and 
paper products it will be verysupply the country with all the consumer goods it 
needs.

sector.

difficult for us to

Simultaneously with the growth in exports 
the development of new forms of cooperation is

To date, in the timber industry nine joint 
enterprises have been formed with Finnish,
German and Japanese manufacturers of lumber, 
and furniture. A further 40 such projects are under 
consideration. Among them are enterprises with 
annual production capacities of 200 to 400 thousand 

of newsprint, 250 to 300 thousand tonnes of

foreseen. West
veneer

tonnes
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fundamental change of attitudeexpression in a .towards solving the underlying problems in the
of the forest based industrial complex.development

Lesnava promyshlennost' 

September 16, 1989 
Pages 1 and 2 (Abridged)

of Woodworking Equipment from YugoslaviaImports
A pleasant surprise awaited journalists who 

assembled for the planned signing of the first 
contract concluded during the "Lesdrevmash—89

Instead of one agreement,international exhibition.
two were signed.

While western firms are still undecided over 
whether to make a deal with Soviet partners, 
Yugoslavian representatives, based on many years of 
experience in establishing contacts with the USSR, 
decided to sign a trade agreement with two of our 
organizations for the sum of 750,000 roubles.

The pioneer in this is the Yugoslavian firm 
"Sloveniyales", which has long standing and fruitful 
ties with the Soviet Union.

"Sloveniyales" is an international 
organization, engaged in trade, engineering, 
production, mediation and consignment work, 
world renowned firm does business in 70 countries.
Its products are known in the USSR,
Denmark, Hungary, Italy, Egypt, Venezuela and China.

the

The
Poland, the GDR,



Underdo] j ra r —Lumhpr fq
consignments Delivered to date

Armenia (Sepi-oni^r 19891
Lumber Planned 67,200 cubic 

34,850 
(51.8

metres
Per cent)

^erd8liy»xisa_fl£_ja^v Drori„w.
, and itssubordinate "Kalinindrev" 

(iv<pi0gdalesprom" 
"Kirovlesprom” 
Kostromalesprom”

"Tsentromebel'
21,000 
13,700 " 
13,200 " 
4,500 "

sq. metres

ASSOCi^t- i nng-disrupting irj»adaiflii_dauzacie3 of
Krasnoyarsklesprom" 
Komilesprom" 
Kemerovoles"

4
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Aggnrifts that had not, yet begun tQ Shift lumber
Minlesprom of the Ukrainian SSR 
Minlesprom of the Lithuanian SSR 

and the associations 
"Amurlesprom", Karellesprom",

and "Kazmebel'prom".
T.sanaya promvshlennost' 
September 7, 1989 
Page 1 (Gist)

r ii"Sevzapmebel

Joint Ventures Existing and Planned for the Timber 
Industry
A. The principal tasks and goals of an
exhibition are traditionally subordinated to the 
establishment of business contacts and to the 
broadening of scientific, technological and economic 
trading relations between Soviet and foreign 
commercial and scientific circles.

The Soviet Union has at all times expressed 
a readiness to expand cooperation in science, 
technology and trade on a mutually advantageous 

Under the new conditions, however, 
opportunities will occur for the realization of these 
tasks. The growth of industrial cooperation and 
direct links in our country, and also the founding of

that the Soviet Union is

newbasis.

joint ventures means becoming an even more promising partner for foreign 
business circles. This combination of factors will 
lend to-the present exhibition a distinctly 
commercial character, since it will offer highly 
favourable conditions for the establishment and 
strengthening of scientific, innovative and business 
contacts.
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-re signed 11*1?™^ ? J™"'
technologTcal iLflttt 3cientif^ and

Laos

~ „ ,The "Lenles" Association and the "Valmet" 
DrnPJ"y ^01Jt:Ly designed and manufactured the 
prototype of the "Voith" grab harvester {„fL 
use m principal fellings and tending filling
"sSfit"°machinïi0nSi?Vhe jointly manufactured 
Sofit machines will be on display in the Soviet

pavilion.

cooperationewiSrthe8Lst?Lna”Sori^; ^innin* of
SaLirilUlldind and technical refittingrof the^egezha 

arranging for cooperative production of loq sortina

~ A number of companies in West Germanv 
the'modernization t0

the6Au«?iM ”Voeth”i?iSh fir™ "Beloit Walmsiey^înd 
for thf te^nicai rëf??^any *re «“PP^ng equipment 
enterprise reflttln9 °« Pulp and paper

Lesnava promvshi ^nnost- ' 
September 12, 1989 
Page 4 (Full text)
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Several dozen projects for the establishment 
with firms in various capitalistThey

B.of joint venturescountries are currently under consideration, 
include sawmilling, woodworking and furniture manufacturing enterprises, and also joint ventures in 
the pulp and paper industry pertaining to the 
production of commercial bleached pulp, newsprint, 
paperboard, white paper goods, paper bags, etc. 
Interest in the founding of joint ventures is being 
manifested by some very large companies in Finland, 
Sweden, Canada, the USA, Austria, Italy, West Germany 
and Australia.

Some of the ventures have already commenced 
operations. Examples are the Soviet-Japanese 
"Igirma-Tairiku" enterprise in the Irkutsk Oblast for 
the production of high-grade lumber for use in house 
building; the "Consofin" consulting engineering 
enterprise, founded by the Soviet State Institute for 
Planning and Projection in the Paper Industry 
(Giprobum) and the "Jaakko Poyry" "Company (Finland); 
and a Soviet-Swiss venture "SB Engineering" for the 
development and production, with the well known 
"Bison" Company (FRG), of integrated equipment for 
manufacture of wood-based boards by the continuous
press method.

In 1988 the founding documents were signed 
for the "Chudovo-RWS" joint venture (the 
"Novgorodlesprom" Association and the Finnish 
and "V. Shoman" companies) for the production of 
large-frame plywood, including the laminated 
variety. It is expecting to begin operations in 1991.

"Raute"

Two joint ventures were established in 1988 
by the "Sevzapmebel' (Northwestern Furniture) 
Association: the "Lentek" and the "Finn-Stroi"
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Company for building and contrant-4 
Lenraumamebel'" and "Rauma-Repola" ' 

manufacturing.
and the 

Company forfurniture

of joint venturL^voivin^the^Y further «ries 
based boards and furnitnr»9 tî?6 Production of wood wallpapers, lu^er tractors,
various types of duId and 2=^' the manufacture of 
organization of logging? P P6r products- and the

Lesnava proffiyflhlennnqf ' 
September 12, 1989 
Page 4 (Full text)

Within t-he Spy

shareholderîtyp^edit Sin k" <Timber Bank) - a reported in She Juï? a ■ lnstjtution -
.... .................................  and résulté ”2 °f LSâltiXaS?aeiïaeM!r?' MOre d=ta??^e?nS?™itd?onlntereSt
the ??Sngs??uli“erViS“ “iCh the
points that

was

among
became 

Chairman ofwere brought ouS? f°ll0Min9 are the main

"Zairas*. additi°n to the founders
0*gS3ti£t.*K!£iSi“) ™îhit3f ÎÎtarprises and 
ls?orceh°rlderS: The A11"Union Foreign^ade^6 beC°me
The Mn! °nn SOVbunker" (MOSCOW);
The Moscow Commercial
Interznaniye";
The Ukrainian Scientific
Association (UkrNPDO);

(the

Innovations Bank "Interbank - 

Production Woodworking
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The Technological Planning and Design Institute 
(Ivano-Frankovsk);The L'vov Forest Technology Institute;The Directorate of Worker's Supply of "Zakarpatles •

2. Any institution or organization 
contributing not less than 500,000 roubles is 
elegible to become a shareholder.

3. Shareholders will receive guaranteed 
dividends amounting to not less than 4 per cent 
annually on paid up shares. After three to four 
years the dividens may be as much as 10 to 15 per 
cent or even more.

Whether to admit cooperatives will be 
for a meeting of the shareholders to decide.
Parallel with the main programme, which will be 
limited to State enterprises and institutions, joint 
stock companies will be formed within the enterprises 
to provide for contributions by individual workers. 
The minimum deposit will be 1,000 roubles for either 
a three or five year term. Interest of four and five 
per cent respectively will be paid at the end of 

For funds withdrawn prematurely the
Savings will

4 .

these terms.
interest will be two per cent annually, 
be fully secured and all transactions will be in 
confidence.

Servicing of accounts will not be done 
as shareholders will have current accounts in a 
system of special banks.

5.

The funds will be used for credit 
financing of measures to increase the volumes of 
production and services, make improvements to 
technological processes and achieve cuts in 
expenditures.

6.
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7."Zakarpatles" and^ill^ave an3 ?he brainchild of 
headed by the General Delete? C°Un?il
analogous funds arp aira3a LOr of .Zakarpatles”,
of the USSR Ministry of the Ti^^1?6/1^111 certain 
territorial production as so Industry'a other
"Karellesprom", "Permlesorom» i.^3' These include"Sverdlesprom", "Sakhalin! ' Kostromalesprom", "Yugmebel'"?m Acre tïîn Î; "T«ntromebel" and
redistributed TOUbleS have been

to be

Lesnava prni^Yfjhlennnat • September 14, 1989 
Page 1 (Abridged)
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PUT.P AND PAPER

__________ r.aaae Importing Wide Trim PaberiflaKing
Marhinea and Manufacture Them DomesticallyA Plea to

There are currently about 500 paper-and 
paperboard manufacturing machines in operation in

Most of these have already been in use for 
35 years, and as many as 220 of them - 
century.
the USSR. for half a

The building of the largest factories in 
Europe (Izhevsk and Petrozavodsk) for the production 
of papermaking machines with trim widths of up to 
7 metres was a major achievement in itself.
Attesting to this are the B-15, K-09, KP-10, and 
BP-45A machines with trims of 6,720 and 6,300 mm, 
built at these factories and operating to this day.

Paradoxically, during the last 15 years 
these factories have not received a single order for 
similar machines, which is because of a shift in 
favour of importing machines with trims of 8,400 and 
8,900 mm.

Today, these factories are only working at 
50 per cent of their capacity for producing 
papermaking machines, and in some years, at even 
less. Their volume of output consists largely of 
spare parts and miscellaneous equipment.

There is a variety of reasons for this, 
including the very long period needed to build the 
machines.
characteristics, experience is needed, 
programme for producing B-15s were carried to 
completion, this machine would rank with the finest

To improve their performance
If the



;is^ror6mE¥EEEf3”îrF^r"?'ht^er to
buTno°t SS r^thaTO to.be'r'pLMdVn^^s,
thL?otEUher8;sîyr:iïïcsr:fdef2r'where wouid
builders bv taki™ Tk b de by our machinepresent-dav Zîïi”9 them awa>' from building the 
present day machines, or what is more likelv kthe replacements and the modernization wili^^ th

htrhougth

Europe were built 30 years Igo "r6thePlantS ^ 
equip^nt and ?ha? ^ P3per "ills »ith

we get

very purpose
. up-to-datetwo research and design institutes

12

the^Kondopogâ Puïp a^Pa^3 ^e" manufactured for 
one for the Skytyvkîr Timber î0?31"6 and °"ly Part of
notwithstanding the ?5 ^St a ^ U?try ComPlex-
experience will not be ïnîuah Î„P ned' Such 
builders to compete with^M^”^®

from the mistlke^of"^^^!^® hîV? learned little 
the correct conclusions from i-?™1 haVe failed fc° draw 
foreign firms of machines thaï- 6m* QThe Purchase from
OpacityWidBut°hVi°USly mSanS a ^9hereun?t “* ^
in?deptreconomîc3esa?ïmâteem:?etLComPr9hen3iVe'
them to advantage? AlmSs? cLt»?n?rospects of using

of“if i a"the
the speed has increased almost 2?0-ïold mT,®17®33 
because the latter is achieved at lower'col? a? 
the percentage of rejects is inuût fu * Also, machines and it costs less to ma^taîn tLmarr°"®r

firms.
r+

 rf
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were established. The shift in favour of importing 
our papermaking machines is fraught with enormous 
problems. The nation will be faced colossal 
expenditures on maintaining the machines. 
problem is already being encountered at the 
Svetogorsk Pulp and Paper Combine, and the Kondopoga 
Pulp and Paper Combine and Syktyvkar Timber Industry 
Complex will soon have to deal with it.

This

The point is that with the increase in 
operating speeds of papermaking machines, a problem 
virtually unknown to papermakers arises, namely 
failure of rotating components (shafts, axles and 
cylinders). Such components comprise not less than 
50 per cent of the weight of a machine. To guard 
against wear failure of rotating parts, they must 
have a multiple safety factor. This in turn leads to 
unwarranted increases in the weight of the shafts.
For example, the weight of a granite shaft for a 
machine with a 4,200 mm trim is 22 tonnes. With a 
6,300 mm trim it is 40 tonnes and with a trim of 
8,400 mm it is 61 tonnes.

It is questionable whether the safety factor 
of the rotating components in the wide trim imported 
machines will ensure their trouble-free operation for 
several decades to come, practically all the newsprint machines purchased from 
Britain, Japan and Finland in the sixties. On the 
8-metre machines the requirement for spare parts 
arises earlier than on the 6-metre ones. 
if our machine builders were able to manufacture 
today every kind of shaft for 8—metre machines the 
problem would not arise. But they cannot do this.
The specialists are well aware that the production of 
drying cylinders for an 8-metre machine was mastered 
at the Petrozavodsk "Tyazhbummash" mill in the 
seventies.

Attesting to this are

Of course,

But this was at the cost of enormous
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expenditures of collective, else. rescheduling*of situation in the
tooling-up^nfïïchnology^f^anSfér1^30^6^'

cylinder is much simpler than anu5actuye' a drying headbox, a granite ore?! *;han such articles as a
deflection and someP=th« roïîers^ ad^U3table

mills equ^ppIS wilf ^e3tion: "hat must
these giants ^demand TPTrl p^sT'mo^ V?*"
outlays of currency, commensurate with the1^' ,
the paper being produced on them value of

"equlppln9
SSS2S tdoe3aird
P~=n^ output^that î?^?»

vast

this
machine building for our indust^?" ln dome3tic
cease

Sciences Proï«sor3T9nKn„by„DOCt0r °f Te=hnical Technical Scr^s A. .«

Lesnava promy.^lqnnnft-'September 12, 1989
Page 2 (Slightly abridged)
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WPat. Herman Firm May Supply Machinery in Face of a Severe Shortage of Paper and Lack Of a Soviet Machine. 
Building Capacity

Due to the burgeoning demand for bleached 
paper products in the USSR, the inability of the Soviet timber industry to supply sufficient pulp, and 
the lack of domestically built machines for 
manufacturing many types of office products, shortage of white paper is affecting all levels of 
society. This was made worst at the start of the 
school year, as many Soviet schools have begun enrolling six-year olds in their regular teaching 
programmes. .Given the staggering increase in the 
number of full-time pupils, the authorities decided 
to introduce a system of coupons, to be exchanged for 
exercise books and copybooks. Although many children 
have nothing on which to write or draw, there may be 
a solution in the offing, as indicated by the 
following article.

an acute

The products of the West German CompanyThe"Bilomatik" have achieved worldwide renown, 
links between it and our country go back many years. 
In the main, the firm specialises in the manufacture 
of modern production lines for the manufacture of 
stationery and other types of office products. 
consignments of such machinery were shipped to the 
USSR in 1974, as well as five automated lines in 1982 
for production of school exercise books. 
number of these machines have also installed in 
plants of the "Voskhod" Production Association, the 
output of which is probably familiar to every citizen 
of our country. But the requirements for bleached 
paper products become greater every year, while the 
production capacities, alas, have remained unchanged.

Large

A sizeable
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equipment.
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once you have decided on the order in which to tackle 
them, we can collaborate with you on a continuing 
basis, and not only with respect to exercise books. 
Although as yet, no contracts have been signed at the 
Exhibition between Soviet representatives and 
firm, preliminary talks with senior officials of the 
USSR Ministry of the Timber Industry and 
representatives of other major industrial enterprises 
in your country are going well".

our

T.gsnaya promvshlennost' 
September 19, 1989 
Page 3 (Abridged)

Paper Shortage Made Worse bv Non-Deliverv of Railway. 
Cars

Publishing houses are again experiencing a 
Plans for publishing books andpaper famine.magazines cannot be met as printing houses have 

barely any newsprint in stock. What is the problem?
"Newsprint shortages have always existed, 

but the situation is complicated at present by the 
new planning procedures," says I. Kharitonov, head of 
the section for pulpwood and wholesale trade in pulp 
and paper products at the Council of Ministers' 
committee on supplies and technical equipment.
"Since January, the plan for the national economy has 
specified only the annual output of newsprint, with 
the quarterly production quotas no longer indicated. 
The change had been well intentioned as the 
enterprises were offered a chance to organize their 
work with greater flexibility. However, they are 
taking advantage of this privilege in disregard of 
consumer interests."



Yes, we have had some surprises "

Planningsecond half of the r ■ f newsprint in the
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go exclusivelypeople.
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Is this not a trifle premature? For in 
order to empty the warehouses, storage platforms and 
shops packed with rolls of paper and deliver the 
latter to the consumer, it is not enough to fulfill 
the daily quotas for providing railroad cars. More 
cars are needed now to ship the excess stocks from 
the pulp and paper combines. Only then will the 
publishing and printing houses stop working 
haphazardly.

Interruptions in the work of the railroads 
in the Baltic republic, Moldavia and Transcaucasia, 
where thousands of railroad cars remain unloaded are 
also interfering with shipments of paper.

Sokqvaliflt- icheskava
industriva 
September 17, 1989 
Page 1 (Full text)

L



substantial helj^from sclent"f*re receivin9
Institute of Forests whtîh^10 f°-workers of theBulgarian Acadîm^of'Spences"?
assistance, "green filters" have» ho eirthe vicinity of the metallurni^ been established inand Pernikiyand t^ chemical910"1 COmbineS in
of Devnya and Dmitrovgrad
close bonds of
institute of
forestry loc
The latter i

to the

w. Sofiacombines in the cities The is forging 
researchwith a

îcuiture and mechani at 
in the Moscow suburb of 
^®,ha assisted in the

selection forestry in

of
of of

regions.

Lesnava ptomyshiennoat,’ 
September 9, 1989 
Page 3 (Full text)
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forestry

of an integratedPprooramm0ar^ one.of the components 
protection and reforestation^•
of Bulgaria. About two million £h<VPeopie's Republic

“Ld^VS ?£?£?}* ^“■’°reStS WMCh beforeoccupy almost a
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Hoall-h Hazards f,g Workers inTrade Unions DiscussDiseased and Dying Forests
the venue for anThe City of Yaroslavl'expanded session of the forests committee of t e 

International Association of Trade Unions of 
Agricultural, Forestry and Plantation Workers. The 
topic of discussion: The effect of the state of the 
forest ecology on workers in forestry and the timber 
industry.

was

A forest will take a great deal of
In the process, people's lives are 

At low levels of air, water and soil
"vacuum cleaner." 

When the

punishment. 
saved.
pollution it becomes a natural 
all this is for a limited time only, 
concentration of gases and particles reaches a 
certain level, the trees can no longer cope. They 
cease to neutralise the pollutants and begin to 
accumulate them. Thereafter they themselves become 
sick and die, singly and in whole hectares.

But

Several decades ago, the first signs were 
in Europe of damage to forests by sulphur

Subsequently, this became an 
Today, forest

seen
dioxide and fluorine, 
index of critical ecological state, 
biotic communities are in decline over hundreds and
thousands of hectares...

These figures were cited at the meeting of
In Poland, half of thethe forests committee.forests are threatened with destruction. 

the Hungarian oaks have sustained so much damage that 
they are of no value industrially. In the 
mid-nineteen eighties, several thousand hectares of 
coniferous forests in France had to be cut down and
destroyed (burnt). forests in East Germany and Austria are diseased and

A third of

Between 30 and 40 per cent of the

dying...

L
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are dSIseS^d^y^g thoselfhat
In the

For a long time it people continue to think forest have
was thought (indeed,, so) that the toilpropoint of fact, ther^i^not^m^31 environment • 

workshop where it is necessary * dU3tyToday, closeness to nature is^! n! 3 resPirator. 
synonym for cleanliness and well-bling*"3 al"ayS a

many of the
In

was considered easy.^Now^t^ sîch°r?St toiler never 

en^“;i“S?ua^™-atural p”lt^r3ls added

Ce„aSrco°L^t%e^rttbeC?£riH?lsoWh°0fi?hahe
?hî?hrm2ïicîrs^erof3severarhW05ke53' Stated 
po^r^lo^^re^n^f^^
diseases being detected in i ySî" resulted in such them. (The cfmparlwefl^rfo^S-“ P6r Cent °f 
spinal column and anchyloLs atdi3eases of the 
due to vibration are 54.5% and 39%f UPP®r extremities

been an

skin and kidnéy^ileases amona3^10"3 °f increases in
timber industry workers Th?? ?ova;et forestry andstate of the environment traceabl« to the
localities it is necessary to ^ 3 number of thenecessary to work m diseased and
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They are being affected within a 
radius of Bratsk and in some areas ofdying forests. 

ten-kilometre the Urals, Georgia, Lithuania and other regions.
But of course, the committee members and the 

representatives of the other trade union 
organizations who attended the meeting were not there 
solely to regale each other with these facts and 
figures. They were there to determine, if at all 
possible, what could be done on the one hand, to 
improve the ecological situation and on the other, to 
protect people from the harmful effects.

There was considerable questioning, back and 
to how often medical examinations were 

' conducted in the various countries, whether 
protective gear was issued and whether there were any 
compensatory bonuses. Although annual medicals are 
given in the USSR to employees in high risk 
occupations, these are of a general nature and take 
place in clinics. There is a need for other kinds of 
examinations, aimed at early diagnosis and treatment 
of specific occupational diseases.

It was clear from the discussion that it is 
not only in the forests contaminated by radioactivity 
following Chernobyl and those in the aforementioned 
ecologically threatened areas that human health can 
be affected, directly or indirectly, now or later, by 
unfavourable environmental conditions.

Although scientists understand in principle 
how fluorine, for example, affects humans at specific 
concentrations, there is currently no way of 
estimating its concentration in a forest. For it may 
be present in the air, the soil and the trees, have a 
tendency to accumulate and perhaps even to mutate. 
Indeed, it has recently come to light that sulphurous

forth, as
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gas, after being absorbed bv 
off as sulphur dioxide, which 
carcinogen. The question i3, 
how, and precisely which 
affect when

a forest, is later given 
incidentally, is a 
at what concentrations,organs and systems does it 

working in the forest?a person is

the questionnas tc^what ij^ca ^ n° sin9le answe 
incidence of skin diseases Nor*19 th® increased 
unequivocally of a sneniFi~ Nor can we speak
East Germany, eorkers engaged^feHi™ Vhls ' 
have been killed by acid rain inn k 2g trees that 
are given a free ration of fruii-d-iharmfUl emissions 
vitamins they contain? ?n the gSSR1C?h' 
be a need for joint stnH-ioo ^SSR, there Inst itnt-o r\-ç t Jv.inL 3oudies conducted by theinstitutes^o^ork'out^criteria for ^

conditions in

In

for the
appears to

research

suffering from global ecolna^ forests are not only 
from the activities of Pollution, bu

d^uc?Uhél UrTslT nc -«in:
in the

?trihv;?ep?:eprut3auvp eeiLdo
and wood dust, but even the ' exhaust, gasolene fumes 
lubricatino the nha?I! the mineral oils used for
and even water pollution” That"1^9 ? source of soil"Shtile^haa * recently3perfectedWa3t
ma^^m^tL'd!11 f°r USe ^

It is

LfiSnava Dmmy^|pnnn^' 
September 19, 1989 
Pages 1 and 2 (Abridged)
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Dangerously Inadequate Firefighting Capacity. 
Demonstrated in Forests North ot Toms-k

200 fires envelopedIn May and June some . _ .2,500 hectares of the Tomsk Northland, which by July 
had become the "fire epicentre” of the entire Ob 
region. By then, 250,000 hectares of forest had been 
laid waste by 464 fires. In three logging districts 
- Aleksandrov, Kargasok and Perebel' - an emergency 
was declared: fire had begun to threaten the pumping 
and compressor stations and the oil and gas 
pipelines. Smoke-jumpers were flown in from Irkutsk, 
Archangel, Yakutsk, the Amur Oblast', the Komi ASSR 
and Buryatiya to assist the local parachutists. The 
Deputy Minister of the RSFSR Timber Industry 0. 
Rozhkov, the Head of the Forest Conservation and 
Protection Directorate P. Barsukov, and the Deputy 
Director-General of the "Avialesookhrana" Association 
A. Belyaev, set up temporary headquarters on the 
Tomsk taiga, so that problems could be solved 
situ”.

IQ

Fires continued to rage throught July, with 
as many as 35 new foci reported on some days and more 
than 100 fires burning simultaneously. There were 
radio reports that in the vicinity of Raskino the 
flames had spread to the oil pipelines and in the 
Aleksandrov district fire was threatening the oil 
pumping station. The inhabitants of Berezovka made 
ready to evacuate the settlement.

At~ pres? time. about 700 fires had reduced 
fo ashes and rinders more than 4QQ.QQQ hectare3_af__

Losses exceeded 10 million roubles.forested land.
All this afforded ample evidence that a 

radically new approach to forest protection and
The present methods ofconservation is needed.
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dealing with forest fires were desrrih H cosmetic. The recent- - ® .7re aefcribed as
clearly demonstrated that the^h^^6 Tomsk re9ion and firefighting erninmîL methods' arrangements 
totally inadequate^whenQfiro^rrSnC1a emPloi'ed «re
and even hundreds ofthoïsiînd,"of% e3tr°ying tens 
The forest protection n forest hectares.tripled andPtheethousands^of°volunteerUfirefiahtVen

action was needed The m.6 * ^nunediate and drastic 30 great thafeven the m^t unuf^T f°;est fires «« 
solutions would be iustifled 2nd ■!nd c°3tly Over. If no such s^îonTw^e ?» d'S™’
country it would be necessary to seek them *7 The USSR should codv st..Hv iLd ® * them abroad.
them for equivalent ialue in timber?'Y puroha3e 
knowledge that in countries 
Finland,

it is common
put out a^orest 3 i S^ftT
work is done mechanically^rom the^ai/ Sh3re °f th®
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"We are exceedingly undermechanized when it 
comes to extinguishing forest fires", stated 
N. Pavlinov, Head of the Forest Conservation and 
Protection Directorate of the RSFSR Ministry of the 
Timber Industry. "We had high hopes for the ATs-lU 
fire-fighting machine designed 10 years ago for not just two, but six occupants. After supplying us with 
a miserly quantity of these machines, as of this year 
the factory of USSR Minstroidormash (Ministry for Building Road Construction Machines) has discontinued 
their production. And no entreatie , even to the 
point of offering high contract pri es, have^ 
succeeded in persuading them to the contrary .

After meeting with the directors of thehad the impressionRSFSR Ministry of Forestry, that many of them were resigned to the idea of forest 
fires being inevitable and have become reconciled to 
the resulting losses.

one

Word had been received that a group of 
senior officials of the RSFSR Ministry of Forestry,was on its way toincluding two Deputy Ministers,Tomsk. "Who knows, the visit could result in the 
firefighters being furnished with communications 
facilities, with new television towers designed for 
spotting forest fires rising above the forests, but 
not merely to the extent of six or seven a year, as 
the requirement for them is in the hundreds. And the 
staff aircraft may not only be fitted with radio, but 
also with video equipment".

27

along a human chain, in an attempt to put out a fi in a park area where the flames had not only engulfed 
the trees but had also spread to the underlying peat.

o 
to
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Would that this were so -k
however, calmness reigned in t-h2 V • the Present, even though at the »fi«fl"“ters' shortages of what was nAori^nt 6 there were 
shovels such as those made of^itan 'dependable
forest pumps, rubber-lined waterP°werful clothing. ter tanks and special

offices,

disbursements onSerialSprotect" ^ otherwise' when 
more than 20 kopecks D^r-Ph t®ctlon amounted to no All this while ?he tundra Sas3^ °f f°rest ^nds?
present, however, one was For thethe tragedy. P rless to put a stop to

L.eanava prnmyshlsnnn^' 
September 7, 1989 
Page 3 (Gist)
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ENVIRONMENT

Timber InHii.ifrv and Yugoslavian Firm tQ ExpandSoviet 
Cooperation

The "Sloveniyales" Company, operating at 
almost 200 sites in Yugoslavia and more than 70 in 
other countries, posted a total domestic and foreign

of 1,300,000,000 dollars in the lastincludes processedtrade turnovertwelve months. Its vast programme products of the timber, chemical, pulp-and-paper, 
textile, tanning, pharmaceutical and other industries, as well as international financing 
operations and the training of specialists.

the Soviet Union has beenFor many years nowone of its principal foreign trading partners, 
some years the volume of turnover was in the 50-100 million dollars range in both directions. A 
substantial part of this pertains to wood and wood 
products. It imports lumber and pulping wood and 
exports furniture and special types of boards.

In

Cooperation with the Soviet market is 
handled by the firm's representatives in Moscow, 
have a branch in Minsk.

who

At the "Lesdrevmash-89 Exhibition it is 
displaying equipment and high productivity 
woodworking lathes. For the efficient utilization of 
wood wastes, there are production lines for lengthwise and crosswise joining. In addition, 
"Sloveniyales" is proposing technological solutions 
for waste-free production, incorporating computerised 
control of the production processes.



the Ashi district^in^9r h6Ctare
2n^prîL0^apa;mJ ”a?°r loC?î timber industr?
plant, two metallurgical'nian^iUminat;LOn en9ineering factory - are 1ett±?în?„ plants and a furniture
dust, which is 450 times’the^nte^atLn™"63 °f

the Chelyabinsh^blast^3-3 °f
a wood

norm !
The^answer^is °f the inhabitants of
country L a'wholî yT= l6” than the figuresouthern Orals in the number ofLnœLgic^ dîseases.

Ashi? 
for the

The water also is in 
The Sim River, thea disastrous• -a., major waterway of the visibly shallower and

dly to be wondered at, for it

condition.
district,
decaying. is
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In thefirm produces a ranL of d! • protection field, the 
purification filte?9which ??Ce3â • lncludin9 a" aip 
Recently, an agreement S>, on di3play this year. 
Ministry of thj Timber InLL "ith the USSR
efforts and develomîL Ô? ? concerning joint water purification9 °f eqU1Pment for air. gas and

Lesnava promYffhlennogi-' 
September 21, 1989 
page 3 (Excerpts)

«■am On a Linden Grove")Urals

kilogrammes ofLa^fti^uLtlLÎ
13 declated a" ecological disaLer zone °f land
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is into it and other small rivulets that the plants 
are discharging industrial wastes, petroleum product 
residues and sewage.

harm to the ecology is being 
wrought by the integratedare "forgetting" to leave protective strips along the 
banks and are using the rivers for their own 
industrial needs. As before, there is a careless 
attitude towards the forests.

Enormous The loggers

In the Ashi district, tan bark and bast 
fibre are harvested. In the view of lespromKhoa 
specialists, willow wood is valueless as timber. 
what about its value from the water conservation 
standpoint? Meanwhile, there is no dependable forest 
protection monitoring of the activities of the

they make off with whatever 
The same

But

tanning-bark harvesters : 
they like from wherever they like, 
barbarous attitude is manifested towards the 
unfortunate linden. It would seem that the time has 

the Southern Uralian linden to be listed income for 
the Red Book.

One is alarmed by the lack of openness 
(glasnost'), by which I mean the concealment from the 
public of the true state of affairs concerning the 
ecological disaster in the Ashi district and indeed,

I have witnessed at first handthe Urals as a whole.the lifeless rivers and dozens of hectares of dead 
trees existing right alongside the Krasnoural sk 
Copper Smelting Combine and also the suffocating pall 
of gases over Niznyi Tagil and Magnitogorsk, from 
which people are beginning to retch...

But in the official reports everything is as 
Public opinion is silenced and noit should be.action taken, for fear of antagonizing the economic 

planners and the local Soviets.



a duty to face up to 
to the practicalproblem

a"Ie raerenIrïhîfCOmP03iti0n °f the atmospheric 
There are of course, specialists taking

Of

the
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plant, where ther^ar^onlv ?nS As^li, wood chemistry 
150 sources of harmful pm/ ■ Purification unitsentering the Sim R?ver ^resent^ ^ 6ffluents 
depressing picture Th£ ® ent an even more
phenols in them is’many time^iv r?ti0n °f copper and permissible norms? Y mSS higher than the

very hard on^he^^blic^o116 Td chemists have 1__
of closing down the chemicalS° that the Prospect loomed large. But even 1 ^ retort Productionup with the Southern üïaïï M2L?iCOntraCt Was drawn
Trust for the building of a rConstruction system, not a rouble has ho eturn cycle water supply eight Months th?thivein th*

for

been

ïTtiîià1 EErîHî*3the°plants?°neither the ma^ ^certain of
■ aeicner the manpower nor the fnnH<*task. important, the desire? S' and

are equal to the

without heav^investment^in1^? t0 ev*ry°ne that
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inhabitants of Ashi (as alsomeasurements... But the _.the other Southern Uralians), have no knowledge 
the content of heavy metals and other harmful substances in potatoes, cucumbers and cherries etc.this information exists but is being 

not like ostriches which, byare
It is said that 
kept secret, burying their heads in the sand out of fear, 
plucked of all their feathers !

Are we

T.aanaya promyshlennost' 
September 26, 1989 
Page 2 (Abridged)

Environmental Monitoring Centre at Bratsk
An ecological centre has commenced operations in the "Bratsk Forest Based Industrial 

Complex". Henceforth, the administrators of the Complex will no longer be able to ignore the demands 
of the ecologists. The centre has brought together 
purification plants and instrumentation. Being supplied with its own transportation, it will be able 
to efficiently monitor the ecological safety of the 
town.

New

T,flanava promyshlennost' 
September 30, 1989 
Page 1 (Full text)

wirhhniHing of Financing in Uzbek Republic for. 
Environmental Reasons

Promstroibank (Industrial Development Bank) 
of Uzbekistan has refused to allocate funds for theindustrial test installation in thebuilding of a new
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^ï^aTt^lu^oTr’ V-ooUtioo. This 
the financiers and ecologists^! J^re®ment between stems from the fact thadi-d ?f the RePublic and conflicted with expert L!! plans for the new unit
of damage to the environment^ Similfd9 ^ absence 
have been concluded bpfuoon ' .lmilar arrangementZhilsotsbank and Agrop^LrV1î0n,"entali3t3 and 
ecologically harmful initiative wiîT £°" ??' any 
stopped, not only durincr t-ho ^ ^11 b<r able to be
also when it is being plannAr|C°n^rUftion ?ta9e but the right to levy punitivA f• * The bank haveand thl contracted 6 flnSS on both the customer

L.esnava proniY<3hlennn<»F' 
September 30, 1989 
Page 1 (Full text)



thatSo it was, in a somewhat unusual way, 
we became acquainted with Jaroslav Holowacz, a 

. Counsellor with the Canadian group. It turned that he has taken part in all four "Lesdrevmash 
exhibitions.

a few words about yourself'.L.P. "Jaroslav,
j.H. "Don't be in such a hurry. To start

r-Tesnniof our country", laughed Holowacz. Seriously 
though, I was born in 1928 in the Western Ukraine.
But fate had other plans for me. To cut a long story 
short, I found myself in Canada. I have been ^ 
subscribing to your paper since I was thirty...

"This is possible in Canada?
j ^. «oh yes ! True, there are occasional 

delays in delivery... But that is not the fault of 
your country. Our postal workers are sometimes out
on strike..."

L.P.
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CF.NERAL INTEREST

interviewed at Moscow Trade—FSICCanadian Forester
"Hello there Lesnaya promyshlennost1 ,

exclamation from somewhere in the 
glanced round, in an attempt to 

with these words spoken

was
the light-hearted 
hall. Perplexed, we 
discover who had surprised us 
in good Russian.

"I know your newspaper very well", a gentleman said as he approached us - a smile on his 
face, his hand outstretched in greeting...

3 
o



J.H. "During the last two
t?aî^îïWSPî?er haS undergone a remarkable soo?îf ?î10n' More sPace is now being

t- r3- This is to be Welcomed? 
economics WeTmustn't forget about concrete

• ThLlcLaïdm£hltate
between*our c^ntriea! f°™a of «operation

or three years

but
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L^E. "How much does it cost to subcribe?"
• -, -, iZjÜ. "I'm not exactly surp will see why. Periodically I place 

almost 2,000 dollars worth 
30 to 40 dollars

I think you 
an order for

on your newspaper".spending roughly

L.P.
worthwhile?"

ft VfReally ! So are your outlays

J.H. "Most definitely, counsellor in the Canadian 
specialise in Soviet l 
of the Soviet-Canadian 
All this means that 
the clock,
I am at home, 
an hour or two

.... 1 m a special tradeMinistry of Forestry. i forestry. Also,
Working Group 

- very busy, 
no hurry to go home.I m busy scanning the

I am a member 
on Forestry.
I don't watchI amfor I'm in Even when

every day, even more onlays off!®*®3

I often make use of your naner i n mi, numerous publications”. Y P per in "W

. ItxE.- "In all likelihood, there are athings you would like to say to oùr editing staff?"
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"Besides the production oriented material,
the matrimonial 

To allit brings me enormous pleasure to 
announcements in the "Matchmaking Club .

wife is seeking a new admirer
see

even myappearances, 
there..."

"Tell us about your family, Jaroslav".L.P .
j.H. "I've already let the cat out of the 
married and have two grown-up children - a 

Although they didn't follow in
even excellent

I'mbag.
son and a daughter.
my footsteps, they both speak good or Ukrainian, for they completed Ukrainian school in 
Canada. We live in Ottawa."

L.P. "So what do you consider your 
nationality to be — Ukrainian or Canadian?

"With us, such a question doesn't
When I'm inJ.H.

arise. But I'll tell you something.Kiev, I experience an involuntary palpitation. 
Nostalgia grows with the years. So I don't allow 
myself to re-read Shevchenko's 'The Kobzar'

I fear the emotional impact".(poetry).
L.p. "in conclusion, is there anything you 

would like to say to the readers of 'Lesnaya 
promyshlennost'?"

"I will start from a long way back.
is the thirteenth time that I have arrived in 

vour country. I notice how people have changed. I 
particularly struck by the fact that you have 

become better dressed, more attractive in appearance, 
freer in speech and at that, better informed. Your 
women are especially charming... But boorishness 
exists in every country of the world. You even find 

So I would advise your readers to smile 
considerate of each other".

This
am

it here, 
more and to be more

Lesnaya promyshlennost' 
September 16, 1989 
Page 3 (Full text)
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